Fletcher Perspectives

Wants YOU!

Are you interested in photography? Enjoy getting together with others who share your passion for great photography from around the world?

Whether you enjoy taking photos yourself or just appreciate the work of others, Fletcher Perspectives needs you! The School’s photo initiative is in search of student leadership and members to help shape the program and ensure its continued success into the next academic year.

The student organization currently needs two student co-chairs, as well as student members to help promote the initiative, manage the Flickr page, serve on the selection committee, and hang exhibits. Assistance is also required to migrate photo archives to Fletcher’s website CMS.

Fletcher Perspectives is an annual student-led photo initiative that aims to reflect and celebrate the School’s diverse population and its pursuit of understanding the world’s cultures and its histories. Participants submit an exhibit of original photos and one participant is selected to hang their photos in the Ginn Library.

Be sure to check out Andy Gupta’s (MALD 13) “Rediscovering Indian Spaces” exhibit currently on display in the Fletcher Perspectives Gallery and view previous exhibits at:
http://fletcher.tufts.edu/Perspectives.

Interested in learning more? Email Stephanie Daly at CPR@Tufts.edu.